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ABSTRACT 
  It is not debatable that our contemporary society is knowledge driven and which 

serves as the prime motor of development and cultural transformation. The task of every 

nation, and civilization, especially African countries today, is to discover the most effective 

means and methods of generating and producing the needed relevant and appropriated 

knowledge and the development of her intellectual capital if they are to attain the necessary 

transformation. These are the tools needed to be competitive in the realm of material 

progress, human resources development, and quality of life delivery in our world today.This 

essay proposes certain ways and means in which African societies can effectively and 

successfully engage in an adequate and competitive knowledge generation, production, 
mobilization and even distribution in our world today, both from endogenous and exogenous sources. 
 

KEYWORDS: Knowledge, Indigenous, Knowledge Generation, Intellectual Capital, 
Progress, Science & Technology, Education, Language, Philosophy, Exogenous Knowledge, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 All societies, ancient or modern desire at least in intention, happiness and well being for her 

people, the best that life can offer, and will also not like to be regarded as inferior or be 

subjected to the dictates of others. Thus all societies yearn for cultural, economic, political, 

and total well-being for their people. They want their societies to be a society of prosperity, 

society of dignity, society of pride and society of self reliance. Even though, what societies 

and cultures define and regard as happiness and well-being may not be the same, for every 

society. We must however admit that many peoples and cultures, agree on some basic good 

things, favourable conditions, and some ingredients for a quality life when they are examined 

and when they see it. This is why peoples at times copy or imitate other people’s way of life 

and of doing things. For example, Hayek eulogizing the libertarian capitalist order, as a 

superior social order, claims that it brought unparalleled natural prosperity. Hence, he argued 

that people from other societies migrate to the Western society to enjoy the material 

opportunities which the order offered. He concluded: “The Idyllic image of happy primitives 
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who enjoy their rural poverty and will gladly forego the development that alone can give 

many of them access to what they have come to regard as the benefit of civilization is 

fantasy…” (Hayek, F. A., 1988: 126).  We cited Hayek here not because we agree with the 

specific example he gave, but to buttress the fact that the peoples can in certain things 

objectivity, good and valuable.  

 This essay however, is not about ideological preference or to judge between ideologies, we 

simply want to highlight that societies welcome progress, improvement, positive change and 

transformations, in the life of their societies and peoples and pursue the path that they think 

could lead them to the society of their desire as they try to combat whatever they think could 

derail it. Even very conservative societies welcome progress and some change even though 

such may not qualify with what very progressive societies may consider as change. It is still 

the degree of openness to changes and transformations that may distinguish traditional 

societies and modern societies especially the Western styled modern societies. However, no 

matter the degree of change and progress involved, what cannot be denied is that progress 

and development lie in the ability of societies and nations to construct, deconstruct and 

reconstruct; to innovate and renovate, to invent and re-invent, to create and recreate. In lesser 

or higher degrees it involves the spirit of adventure, the ability to do things occasionally 

differently, at times to change course; to beat untried paths, to introduce new patterns or re-

arrange old ones. 

What is very clear is that behind most progress, improvement and transformation, in societies 

there is a dynamo, at times on invisible hand that are critical in those transformation and 

more basic to any other factor, whether articulated or unarticulated. This dynamo is 

knowledge, for intelligence must be an ingredient in anything properly human. We admire 

great cultural, technological, scientific and creative, material achievements of men, for 

example, the Egyptian pyramids; the tour effel in Paris; the nuclear reactions, the great works 

of Michelangelo, the sophisticated computers, the space ships, the Aero planes etc. However, 

we tend to forget that these are material effects of the great ideas, knowledge and mental 

constructions that gave birth to them. They were mostly first in ideas, imaginative 

constructions; knowledge postulations and hypothesis before they become great material 

objects of admiration. These are nothing but the materialization of knowledge. More often, 

we emphasize the material culture and have only a passing mention of the immaterial culture 

which consists of the beliefs, ideas, and knowledge dimension of the culture. Knowledge is 
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the hidden spirit and power behind every innovation, every ideology, every civilization and 

state of culture. 

What history and various civilizations seem to teach us today and which explains the rise and 

fall of nations is the centrality of the quality and effectiveness of their knowledge generating, 

knowledge producing and knowledge disseminating capacity. By knowledge here, I mean the 

possession and acquisition of beliefs, ideas and relation of ideas, information, experiences, 

insights aptitudes, skills, and of mode of perception which are considered to be adequate and 

true reflections of the state of affairs, in respect to nature, supernature, humans and their 

activities in the world, which can facilitate an effective and appropriate intervention 

especially in the resolution of the many challenges of man’s existence, and the explanation of 

many of the riddles of life. 

This knowledge could include know how, (the techniques), the “know why”, (goes after the 

causes) and the “know that” (the theoretical explanation of things). 

So the search for knowledge is the search for better ideas, better methods and better 

understanding of things. And what is innovativeness than trying to fashion out new ideas. 

What is creativity, and inventiveness than bringing to birth new ideas or methods. Didier N. 

Kaphagawani and his colleagues got it right when they said that unless we have a reliable 

picture of how things are in the world around, we are unlikely to have much success in 

acting. Knowledge is the means by which we direct our behavior to achieve our ends most 

efficiently and successfully. (Cf. Kaphagawani and Malherbe, 1998: 207-208).  

The Baconian dream of the power of knowledge in transforming to the better, peoples 

fortunes and life, as “torrent of helps” for the human condition are becoming evident today in 

the power of technology and science, as they have become the tools for unlocking the secrets 

of nature. Knowledge has become the tool for the conquests of nature and the foresight 

needed for man to overcome the dangers which hold society at the mercy of cosmic, moral, 

sociological and metaphysical negativity. We can say that the state and the level of the stock 

of a people’s social knowledge determine the state of the society and her quality of life. Thus 

Hayek would observe that progress lies in the efficient mobilization and discovery of 

knowledge. Civilization and progress which led to the survival of a great part of mankind and 

the rise in standard of living rest on the conquest of ignorance and effective utilization of 

knowledge dispersed widely, among individuals, i.e. the effective mobilization of the stock of 

social knowledge. (Hayek, 1960: 25-32).  
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As we speak of the desire of societies and nations to procure greater quality of life and 

happiness for their peoples and the imperative of progress, and positive transformation, the 

contemporary destiny of African societies come to mind. African societies and nations are 

today under the process of modernization propelled by, at times. Conflictual demands and 

stimuli, from the endogenous and exogenous factors. This is an age in which knowledge has 

been seen and recognized as the motor of development both economic, cultural and social. It 

is the opinion of many philosophers, and development experts that the greatest challenge 

facing African societies today in their march towards higher quality of life and happiness for 

their peoples in the task of wealth creation, cultural, social and political transformation and in 

order to escape the servitude of external domination, is to develop an effective, knowledge 

generating and producing culture and intellectual capital development. This implies 

developing ideas that work, learn the secret of how things work; have a mastery of their 

environment, push back the frontiers of mystery and ignorance, harness the potentialities of 

her human and material resources, and how to reform or transform or re-invent what they 

have to become an effective potency for positive change. 

Time are gone when the existence of natural resources and mere quantum of population are 

enough to give power or good life or dignity to a people, for what are these if men are 

destitute of the knowledge of the wonderful advantages these offer them. For Philip 

Emeagwali, intellectual capital defined as the collective knowledge of the peoples, increases 

productivity and knowledge, and ideas are the engines that drive economic development. 

(Emeagwali 2009). Intelligence here need not be mere theoretical to be genuinely intelligent, 

it is necessary to make appropriate responses to environmental circumstances by taking 

account of ideal possibilities and implementing them. “….Intelligence mediates behavior 

through methods which are themselves nothing but sets of formal possibilities for disciplined 

action under specifiable circumstances. But a method, as a set ideas for behaving, can be 

learned either by direct imitation or from theoretical principles” (Ferre, 1993: 43). 

The greatest challenge for African societies from all we have said is the creation of 

knowledge culture that would be suited to our epoch: its fascinating possibilities and cruel 

dangers. Prof. Okere laments what he called a serious deficit in intellectual output. He went 

to say: The difference between us and the rest of the developed world, or let us be fair, the 

difference between the developed world and the underdeveloped world is a difference of 

intellectual output Though we are all rational beings like every human, it has not been typical 

of us to have a tradition of those who pursue truth as a vocation and that passion and finality 
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that gives birth to science… so our underdevelopment is essentially our under-development 

of the spirit, a failure to keep our most profitable tool employed… (Okere, 2002: 8-9). 

Prof. T. Okere may have exaggerated somewhat, but his lamentation is geared towards the 

necessity of developing a knowledge generating culture, for active development of the 

intellectual capital of our societies, the need for innovative and creative thinking and to make 

knowledge generation, production, and mobilization, a sine qua non for an African of hope 

and dignity. The question then is: what are the conditions for the possibility of this important 

knowledge culture, for this knowledge production, generation and mobilization for 

contemporary African societies. 

1. The conditions for the possibility of a knowledge generating and producing culture 

and intellectual capital development in contemporary African societies. 

When we talk of knowledge and intellectual capital, all have a basic relation to the human 

mind as the basic condition of their possibility. Actual knowledge takes place in actual 

human consciousness and pointing to that which may not be mind dependent, and intellectual 

capital has to do with resources inherent to the intellect, faculty of the human mind in her 

quest for understanding. Thus nature has equipped man for knowledge its generation and 

mobilization through his natural endowments.  

Through his power of reflexivity, man is able to think through his thoughts, to know how 

they stand, determine its implication and the deeper meaning of things beyond the superficial 

and ephemeral.  

His power of enquiry makes research and experimentation possible, which pushes us to new 

frontiers of knowledge and push back frontiers of ignorance and mystery.  

His power of critique gives him the power to judge, to analyze and evaluate things with 

regard the various claims; to review one’s position and practices, and fashion alternative view 

points. It makes comparisons possible and enhances choice. So it makes it possible for men to 

be able to think outside the box and ask the right questions.  

The capacity to learn, makes him capable of knowing more, of imbibing new things and 

information, capacity to imitate and to copy which can lead to knowledge growth and 

intellectual development. His free will makes him capable of escaping the servitude of 

ideologies, traditions, indoctrination, servitude of time and space, enhances autonomous 

action, independent thinking, and self-direction, spirit of creativity and capacity for self-

transcendence. He is by this not naturally a puppet to supernatural, natural, cosmic and 

ideological determination. He is capable of free choice.  
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His imaginative sense, and constructions, makes him capable of dreaming dreams; to have 

foresight and insight, construct alternative visions, and to be able to hypothesize.  

His language capacity makes communication and teaching possible, which enhances 

dialogue; gives him power to articulate and explain his thoughts. This makes inter-cultural 

dialogue and communication possible which could help him to break caked prejudices; 

correct misunderstanding, pose questions and be able to get responses and grow in his 

knowledge. This makes us to appreciate what others have, seeking successful ideas and best 

practices. The above capacities provide the ontological, cultural and anthropological basis for 

knowledge generation, knowledge purification, knowledge growth, and knowledge 

mobilization and communication which are the making of a knowledge culture. Thus the 

condition for the possibility of a knowledge culture and intellectual development in 

contemporary African societies must be sought both in the resources of the human mind and 

the possibilities offered by external conditions, environment and challenges. After all they 

say that necessity is the mother of invention. 

2. Specific theoretical and practical Imperatives for an appropriate knowledge 

generation and Intellectual capital development.                

2.1. Refinement and Critical appropriation of the indigenous Knowledge. 

Evolving a knowledge generation and production capacity must start from indigenous 

knowledge. Indigenous knowledge refers to what indigenous people know, do and what they 

have known, done for generations, practices which proved flexible enough to cope with 

change, enable people to survive, manage their natural resources, provide guidelines for 

living. It is no longer news that African indigenous knowledge systems were overthrown by 

colonialism, denigrated, disposed, misinterpreted, regarded as inauthentic, unreliable, 

inaccurate, and became an epitome of backwardness, retrogression, and primitivity. Hence, 

many among the African Elite and most of those who manage affairs, and development 

experts in Africa are completely  

ignorant of African indigenous system, and since colonialism, most African children were 

raised up and schooled completely ignorant of their cultural heritage especially the 

indigenous knowledge systems which would include; knowledge of the environment, 

technical skills and know-how, systems of belief and values, traditional philosophy, 

language, traditional managerial and administrative models and indigenous survival 

strategies. Infact, the indigenous knowledge system is the cultural legacy, the things people 
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do and the reason they do them. The world they have created and continue to create; how they 

see the world and the motives that urge them to change; what they consider right and wrong. 

Colonialism and other external interventions in Africa have been labeled an epistemicide, that 

is the destruction of the African knowledge systems and psyche, and equally the destruction 

of systems of survival, self-esteem, efficacy, self-confidence in indigenous ability and 

dignity. Many have blamed the planlessness, disorientation, confusion, lack of creativity, lack 

of cohesion, dependency syndrome, in Africa today on the failure to incorporate indigenous 

knowledge to African development policies, in educational pedagogy, in administration, in 

scientific and technological policies. The colonial acculturation and pedagogy and 

developmental models were to clean African mind of all traces of indigenous ways of 

knowing and replace them with a generous immersion into Western cultures. However, 

development in Africa as elsewhere in the world does not occur in a cultural vacuum. 

The dignity of a people is based much on their collective achievement or contributions to 

human development. The collective achievement is the heritage of the people concerned, 

which gives them their pride and dignity. It is this dignity and pride in one’s heritage which 

in turn gives people their strength of purpose and direction. It is the foundation upon which 

present and future developments will be built and is so interestingly powerful, that without it 

nothing will hold.  This dignity is nowhere more evident than in people’s documented 

indigenous knowledge. Any renaissance makes us understand that we cannot grow or 

progress from a “tabula raza” situation but from a preceding situation. Many believe that 

African failures in many aspects of life are due to the fact that they have failed to seek 

solutions in their own terrain as they have been indoctrinated and fixated to seek solutions 

from elsewhere creating in them the “we cannot do it syndrome”, even though the solutions 

may be in their traditional visions and wisdom. We cannot escape the fact that many African 

problems require African-oriented solutions in forms of knowledge insights, theories, skills, 

that are relevant to Africa, of which probing the indigenous knowledge heritage is a fertile 

starting point. (Cf. Crossman: 2004). Luckily a lot of the traditional legacy is still with us in 

the rural areas and among most of the rural population though mixed up with the western 

culture and knowledge systems and models. Thus African renaissance as knowledge 

renaissance must set up institutional, organizational, intellectual, individual and collective 

strategies of probing into African knowledge systems to tap into the great potentialities that 

have been lying dormant in them, to unleash their great powers and to harness them for the 

needed African transformation and regeneration.  
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African indigenous knowledge could play a big part in the development of generic 

knowledge – revolution”, in the areas of biotechnology, medicine and pharmaceutical 

technologies, in psychiatry, in conflict-resolution issues, environmental and ecological 

integrity, in sustainable development, in holistic vision of reality and development. We are 

not talking of an uncritical romanticization of the past, as Ngara would observe, or a carrying 

over of the pre-colonial past into the present as if Africa is a static place. What is required is a 

realistic assessment, taking into considerations the almost irreversible elements of our present 

existentiality, the challenges of contemporary Africa in the world and the alternative visions, 

contributions and procedures which other cultures in the world, especially science and 

technology have presented.  

Hence the importance of working out criteria for re-appreciation and reflection and 

eventually discerning re-appropriation of what indigenous beliefs and systems present to us in 

the light of present and future realities. We must be courageous and truthful enough to 

eliminate whatever in our cultural heritage, that have been counterproductive and progress-

resistant. For example, Kofi Akosah-Sarpong said “witchcraft speculation, a vital 

development obstacle blocks the mind from reasoning and usually ends by deviously 

demeaning the human place in human developments” (Akosah – Sarpong: 2010). Lansana 

Keita and Hountondji points the way to the future through a critical re-appropriation. In the 

former, those beliefs and theoretical ideas characterizing traditional African systems which 

are proven vital for contemporary development should be nurtured and incorporated into the 

social philosophies and technological orientation of modern Africa, and for the later, quoting 

Towa, counsels Africans towards a critical attitude to the past when he said “regard it cooly, 

critically without complacency or self-satisfaction….(and) try to discover not our 

unrecognized greatness or nobility but the secret of our defeat by the West”. (Keita, 1991: 

151). Ngara would then say that the critical issue is for Africans to harmonize their present 

with their past, and then to forge ahead from a vantage point that used their multi-layered 

knowledge-systems. Returning to sources is seen as a call for a renaissance of African ways 

of knowing to bolster the Africans dehumanized sense of personhood and inspire the 

development of assertiveness, independent thinking and creativity. The potential for 

creativity is inherent in all humans. Africa is likened to a sleeping giant still lying intoxicated 

by remnants of colonial hegemony. (Ngara, 2007: 2, 7-20).  

These point to the need to ensure that whatever we want to re-appropriate must be relevant, 

adequate, offer Africa some comparative advantage and would make a real veritable positive 
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impact on the Africa personality and African world. Hence, a knowledge generating culture 

in Africa will combat any iconoclastic attitude towards African cultures, uncritical dismissal 

of African cultural heritage, and also unproductive romanticism (indiscriminate) and 

anachronistic fixation with the past. We must deal with our African epistemic and cultural 

heritage maturely with a hermeneutics aimed at making them relevant to changing African 

situations, while retaining her precious values. They must be open to enlist the formidable 

and precious values, skills and knowledge from other cultures to give Africa a rich synthetic 

and progressive orientation. Thus Messay Kebede said “The work does not bring back the 

past, instead, it recreates African cultures. It is less a retrieval of the past then renaissance for 

the simple reason that it includes the challenge of the West and the resolution to fight”. 

(Kebede, 1999: 15).  The above observation means that the past is an arena in which to 

exercise creativity by imagining new interpretations which enlarges their freedom to make 

use of the past, and to open up the folklore and customs of the past to hitherto undreamed 

possibilities and expressions. Here traditions are not seen as natural reflections of reality or 

mere codes of rules to be observed but as a range of possibilities with which to experiment or 

variety of hypothesis for living. 

In the find analysis, Africans must take their internal knowledge, skills and resources very 

seriously because they will constitute our own comparative knowledge advantage in our 

world of knowledge competition and utilizations.   

2.2. Intercultural and Intelligent critical appreciation of the Exogenous Knowledge 

Resources 

As we talk of the necessity of critically harnessing our indigenous knowledge resources, we 

have also to note that anything that truly deserves the name knowledge cannot be non-

knowledge anywhere; even though, the application may differ in various circumstances of 

time and place. Hence, a true knowledge, which in our context here is that which is a true 

reflection of a state of affairs, whether it is that of nature, man and society is a heritage of 

man no matter its place of origin. Equally there is no autarchy in knowledge, because all 

peoples and cultures, African, European, Asian, American etc, live within some veil of 

ignorance, and the limitations of our situatedness in time and space. These limit our vision, 

our experiences, our world and horizon. Hence, our knowledge is inherently incomplete, no 

group has it all. Therefore, a people who truly wants to grow in their stock of useful and 

efficient knowledge, and wants to understand our world better in its multi dimensionality, 

must necessarily and obligatorily open herself to other external knowledge resources, to 
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benefit from the insights and epistemic comparative advantage of other people. Such critical 

engagement could reveal other effective alternatives, methodologies, and creative geniuses of 

other people which could cross pollinate with indigenous ones to produce higher 

qualitatively, and efficiently knowledge synthesis. Comparative consciousness enable a 

people to be aware of different conceptual possibilities. The history of civilizations and 

various cultural renaissances have shown that these have taken place by an efficient marriage 

of internal and external knowledge resources or judicious and appropriate choices in the 

market of ideas and knowledge. For example, the much talked Western civilization, scientific 

and technological achievements borrowed much from the higher advanced science and 

cultural areas of the time e.g. the adoption of the Arabic numerals. Immediately rooted in 

European culture, these exogenous elements triggered off the energy latent in European 

domestic conditions, and Europe rapidly began to develop.  It is today very evident how 

ancient Greeks, borrowed much from ancient Egypt. According to the Economist “Africa 

changed the face of Western ‘art’ as Picasso, Broque, Matisse, Klee, Derain and others 

became strongly influenced by the “imaginative energy, the true understanding of proportions 

and the genuine sense of reality that African art forms displayed”. (cited by Agyeman, 1997: 

20). Referring to the Japanese experience, Kwesi Prah observed in these words of Casely 

Hayford observed: 

…Knowledge deprived of the assimilating element which makes it natural to the one taught 

renders that person but a mere imitator. The Japanese adopting and assimilating Western 

culture of necessity commands the respect of Western nations, because there is something 

distinctly Eastern about him…. (Prah, 1998: 49).  

With regard to the Chinese experience, Schram refers to the statement of Mao Tse Tung the 

father of the Chinese Revolution in his address to workers in 1956, said:  

The Western things which you study are useful, but you should master both Western and 

Chinese things and should not completely Westernize. You should devote attention to 

Chinese things. Do your utmost to study and develop them with the aim of creating our own 

Chinese things with characteristic national form and styles. If you grasp this basic policy, 

your work will have a great future. (Schram, 1974: 90).  

So the development of endogenous knowledge cultures does not mean confinement to one’s 

boundaries. On the contrary, it is the simultaneous maintenance of one’s cultural creativity 

and specificity and the resolute rejection of sterile autarchy. It is the opening of bridges 

towards the world and the enrichment with the most valuable heritage of other cultures, with 
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universal values. (Abdel Malek: 1979). Encapsulation into one’s own identity and solipsistic 

representations usually drops shutters on formal innovation and cross-cultural interchange 

which are pre-requisites for creativity and critical thought especially in today’s globalized 

society. Creativity becomes here also the ability to solve problems in other than cultural 

terms. From the above examples and experiences, we see that there are three basic lessons 

contained in all of them which Africa should not be an exception. 

1.All cultures and civilizations both borrow and open up to other cultures and knowledge 

systems, for there can be always substantiated alternatives to any position. This surely should 

banish cultural chauvinism. 

2.The externally imported knowledge and ideas must be interpreted, adapted or even 

synthesized with the internal genius and indigenous discoveries in order to make them 

relevant and to ignite internal positive transformations.  

3.African Renaissance must avail itself of whatever positive ideas and insights other societies 

can offer, and refuse to be paranoia about them, because of her colonial and neo-colonial 

experiences. What is important now is it that Africans make a self-conscious and self directed 

effort on what they want, in the way they want, in accordance with their interest, and African 

transformational agenda, and to the extent they want and with whom they want. So the 

availability of a variety of options from other cultures provides a stimulus for discarding from 

one’s own culture, those practices, ideas and traditions which have outlived their usefulness. 

We must ensure that our African cultures are alive and progressive, renewing themselves by 

discarding outworn practices and ideas.  

Perhaps this is the point Abiola Irele was making when he said: “I do not see any necessary 

ground for repudiating what Western rationality has been provided. It is not enough to say 

that Africans need a kind of conceptual autonomy. What we really want to know is whether 

the Western system provides useful ideas….” (Irele, (s.d): 29). 

Complementing the above observations further, Osei, declared that Africans should chart its 

future from its cultural traditions and adopt and adapt only those things of other culture that 

are compliant with African needs, goals and circumstances. (Cf. Osei, 1971: 62-63).       

2.3. Productive, Effective and Relevant educational system.  

Knowledge, broadly speaking, can be said to be a function of education: formal or informal. 

If, knowledge, as we have seen, is the engine house of development, education remains the 

cornerstone of any collective renaissance enterprise. It is a crucial pre-requisite for nation 

building and social transformation. Hence, if we are looking for a knowledge-generating and 
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producing, means our first port of call must be the place, manner, way, and content of the 

education being offered in contemporary African societies. Human development and capacity 

building has a lot to do with education, the knowledge and skills which one is equipped with. 

And as Aristotle said the aim of education is to produce men and women who have the right 

type of intelligence and ability as well as the right type of character. It is aimed at the 

“development of skills, knowledge and improvement, for the purpose of facilitating the 

recipient’s active participation in all aspects of life which is tailored to learning, to know, to 

do, be together and live together. (quoted by Uwalaka, J. 2003: 97). 

However for an African knowledge generating culture, any type of education will not do. It 

can only be that which has the possibility of empowering the people to positively changing 

the status quo which starts with the transformation and rehabilitation of the mind towards 

creativity. It must make the recipient to correctly appreciate the African condition and also 

the opportunities for change of which every talent could be of great use. This means that our 

educational institutions at all levels must be equipped to offer the people the state of the art 

knowledge in every aspect of life, and challenge them to probe deeper into opportunities 

which our peculiar African conditions, genius, resources, cultures, traditions provide us, as a 

comparative advantage. Thus an education for a for knowledge generation, production and 

creativity, Africa can only be that in which our educational institutions and policies are such 

that have the capacity of offering and equipping the young people to courageously, creatively 

and productively meet with the challenges posed by the natural and human realities in order 

to achieve a better life and better society. Some call it an emancipatory educational system 

which for Molefi Asante must be on educational system rooted in our local context and 

responsive to local realities; that will give Africa a new consciousness, pride in African 

achievements, an ethics that overcomes mental slavery and inferiority complex; that 

challenges the Africa man to the Will to create and invent, have intensive knowledge of our 

reality before reaching others. (Cf. Molefi Asante: 2004). 

Thus our education should not be organized and structured to produce a mere satellite 

intelligent which are merely imitative, but should give the recipient the ability and strength to 

think occasionally in different ways, to develop indigenous creativity, so as to be agents of 

intellectual, cultural and moral transformation within their own transformations. 

Contemporary education in Africa must help Africans especially the youth, to be freed from 

enslaved consciousness which colonial educational system fostered. Such consciousness 

could be likened to one expressed by Carter Woodson when he said “When you control a 
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man’s thinking, you do not have to worry about his actions. You do not have to tell him not 

to stand here or go yonder. He will find his (proper place) and stay in it you do not need to 

send him to the back door, he will go without being told. 

In fact, if there is no back door, he will cut one for his special benefit. His education makes it 

necessary. (Emeagwali: 2005). Thus, Africans need a pedagogical revolution which opens up 

vistas for the development of creative personalities. Speaking of education and knowledge, 

the universities are supposed to be the centers of knowledge and capacity building and for the 

training of high level man power. Higher education and research are critical features of any 

true knowledge generating system and development for any nation and society. The 

universities for any nation should be principal centers for learning, for the dissemination of 

knowledge, research, for creativity and for innovative activities. At a more philosophical 

level Newman will say about a university, that it aims at raising the intellectual tone of 

society, at cultivating the public mind, at purifying the national taste, at supplying true 

principles to popular enthusiasm, and fixed aims at popular aspiration, at giving enlargement 

and sobriety to the ideas of the age, at facilitating the exercise of political, power and refining 

the intercourse of private life. (Cf. Ngwoke: 2013).  

Through teaching and research, universities develop the people and the knowledge needed to 

tackle the many complex and inter- related problems which underpin all aspect of 

development, the social, cultural, the technical and the scientific.  This is indispensable for 

Africa given the peculiar and complex nature of her problems as she tries to find a 

developmental trajectoire that will free her from the servitude of external imposition, unleash 

her indigenous potentialities and ensure respectable well-being and dignity to her people. To 

realize this, African universities should be veritable centers and tools of emancipation and 

self-valorization. Thus Kofi Annan said: the university must become a primary tool for 

Africans development in the new century. Universities can help develop African expertise, 

they can enhance the analysis of African problems, strengthen domestic institutions, serve as 

a model environment for the practice of good governance, conflict resolution and respect for 

human rights and enable African academics to play an active part in the global community of 

scholars. (quoted by Olanipekun 2013). When we talk about probing into our indigenous 

systems, re-appropriating and refining the forgotten cultural treasures, skills and techniques, 

when we talk of evolving appropriate technology, when we talk about interpreting and 

complementing indigenous knowledge with external knowledge resources, it is the 

universities which must do the pioneering work. Thus, African universities must be the think-
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tank for their countries development and renaissance efforts, help provide local solutions to 

what is common local problems, for local problems have their uniqueness drawn from local 

experience and indigenous knowledge. This means that our universities should not be mere 

monumental remnants of the power of colonialism, places for mere demonstration of foreign 

scholarship where young men are taught to copy not to think, to consume not to create, to 

conform not to imagine alternative visions. Our universities must undo the dangers of mental 

slavery and colonization which was once more aptly described by Carter G. Woodson: “if 

you can control a man’s thinking, you do not have to worry about his action. When you 

determine what a man shall think, you do not have to concern yourself about what he will do. 

If you make a man feel inferior, you do not have to compel him to accept an inferior status, 

for he will seek it himself”. (Carter, G.W; 2000: 84).  

Lamentably, this bears some resemblance to the colonial African educational heritage. Surely 

our universities must be open to knowledge in general, without abdicating their responsibility 

to contribute to knowledge from their own vantage point. Hence the indispensable place for 

serious research in any true university. This is what Newman alludes to when he said that a 

university is a “place where inquiry is pushed forward and discoveries verified and perfected 

and rashness rendered innocuous and error exposed by the collusion of mind with mind and 

knowledge” (Cf. Ngwoke: 2013). These imply that governments in African nations must have 

the renaissance will, to make our universities places of excellence and research, equipped, 

organized and financed to offer African peoples functional and quality education, and unleash 

the latent potentialities in the African world and peoples. For this to be realized contemporary 

African leaders of governments should really be enlightened, who really understand the 

African condition and have the patriotic determination to realize the African destiny in the 

world. This buttresses why knowledge is the core of any renaissance project. Speaking about 

informed leadership Dozie Paschal declares:  

All over the world today it is men of knowledge and (therefore) character who preside over 

the affairs of nations, not men of wealth and material needs. Today’s leaders of whatever 

level in society must not only be highly educated; they must be champions of education, for 

the mere reason that education is the most functional,  visible and enduring source of power 

in the present age. (Dozie P., 2001). 

Ezekwesili Obiageli corroborates by saying that “we live in a world that is knowledge-driven, 

a world where innovation is the key to success; a world where we are all engaged in a war of 
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ideas. In such a world, leadership goes beyond authority, and the power to lead is associated 

with the promotion of ideas. (Ezekwesili, 2009).  

2.4. Inter and Pan-African Research and Knowledge Co-operation, and Co-operative 

Research Centers  

What follows from what we have been saying is that, if we must achieve an African 

knowledge generating culture and promotion of intellectual capital, it must also be a 

collective African project, and there is no where this can be most expressed and applied than 

in a collective effort of African nations and African people’s in Diaspora, in the promotion of 

knowledge, through the founding of centers of research and excellence. This I can call brain 

centers. It must be admitted that many African nations are very poor to independently run 

institutions of world standard or to get access to world class scholars and scientists. So 

beyond the intra African universities-cooperation in Research and allied co-operation, there 

should also be co-operation between African researchers and those in Diaspora. This can be 

promoted by a collective effort in establishing Pan African research centers or even 

universities where the best minds in Africa and many of those in Diaspora who love and are 

committed to uplift Africa can come together and offer and expose the potential great minds 

in Africa, to a productive and creative education. In such an intellectual centre, African 

peoples in the continent will be enabled to get access to technologies from other climes. Such 

institutions could be world class centers of research which could help Africans to develop the 

African genius which remain much unexploited in many areas of African life. Africa cannot 

progress without productive and effective research centers.  

Wole Olanipekun thinking in the same vein said “in the current condition of the global 

knowledge economy, knowledge production and technological innovation become the most 

important productive voice. So without at least some level of national research system which 

is composed of universities, the private sector, public research centers and external funding, 

no country even the smallest country can really participate in the knowledge economy. It has 

been repeated that the success stories of India and China were due to the fact that they 

promoted investment into research. China embarked on a knowledge-based growth track by 

attracting massive foreign direct investment and then building indigenous knowledge 

capacity through huge investment in education and research. In the case of Africa it is the 

reverse and as Akin Aloa noted: “more worrisome is the fact that Africa educational 

institutions and research centers have not fully come to the realization that the frontiers of 

knowledge could be further extended beyond what capitalism and supremacist ideology 
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should suggest”. It is therefore no longer news that research in universities in Africa suffer 

from poor financial patronage because of the poor economic situation in many African 

countries. Hence the need for collaborative effort among universities in the various countries 

in such a way that there could be joint research centers owned and financed by groups of 

universities. It was this type of arrangement that the association of common wealth 

universities and the British academy had in mind when they recommended intra-African 

collaboration must also be encouraged and supported within research funding programs if a 

genuinely African research base is to develop. Selectivity, is also important, and with very 

few institutions having the capacity to support a full program of research in all fields, it is 

clear that intra-university collaboration will be needed to develop sound research and 

teaching program which span all disciplines. (Wole Olanipekun, 2013).   

Ezekwesili Oby, was to the point when she observed that the “scope and depth of the research 

work undertaken by the university is a measure of judgment and representation for that 

university in addition to the direct impact that research can effect in the various fields in 

which it is undertaken, the experience of research and higher learning process. Research as a 

demonstration of the desire for constant renewal serves as an instrument for transformation 

and development and also enhances the quality of education. This sets off a regenerative 

cycle of excellence”. (Ezekwesili Oby: 2009). Africans in Diaspora should then in the name 

of a veritable commitment to African renaissance and a patriotic commitment to the land of 

their ancestors and in imitation of other groups like, Jews, Chinese, Indians bring back to the 

African continent their expertise, to use the knowledge, experience and expertise they have 

gained to rebuild Africa along patriotic and African-oriented goals. The Diaspora academic 

will thus be a veritable asset, providing the continent crucial connections to the North that can 

facilitate transfer of capital, technological, financial, cultural and political, and help mediate 

in terms of knowledge production, the globalization of African scholarship and the 

africanization of global scholarship. With the interaction of researchers and academics of 

Africans in the continent and in the Diaspora, they could help in the development of 

indigenous entrepreneurial technical manpower, and technological capacities to enable our 

people to assume greater responsibility for the achievement of the African renaissance 

project. Africans cannot sit back passively consuming ideas and technologies from other 

climes, and applauding the wonderful achievement of others, when Africa is a land full of 

untapped ideas and treasures, lying dormant or encoded in the reservoir of African cultures, 

beliefs, cosmologies and practices, in Agriculture, in Pharmacology, in Engineering, in 
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Building etc which can be brought to birth through painstaking research, for these according 

Enrst Cassirer contain “germinant principles of social progress and moral order” (Cassirer, 1972: 166)  

2.5. Evolving, Effective and appropriate science and technology policies and 

Programmes.  

It is an indubitable truism that science and technology are not optional for any race or people 

that would like to survive and flourish in the world as we see and live it today. It can never be 

played with in the name of any other consideration. Any true quest for knowledge generation 

and production in Africa must seek the necessary advantage which science and technology 

can procure to a people. The only option to be considered is what type of technology, to what 

extent, in what area and at what level. What can one get from internal resources and what 

should come from external resources? 

If Africa must progress it must have a functional and appropriate science and technology 

policy. This is where the above “brain” centers could be of great use. To envisage an African 

march to a progressive future without the requisite supporting and effective science and 

technology is to engage in self-delusion. Africa must learn the secret of doing things better, 

and cheaper. They must find effective means of overcoming, the natural obstacles and 

challenges. They must devise effective means of knowing the abundant resources around 

them and how best to exploit them for the betterment of their people’s lives. They must find 

how to expand their cultural horizons and push back the frontiers of mystery and chase away 

the dark clouds of ignorance. Only an effective and appropriate science and technology 

culture and policy can realize this, offer the need to articulate polices that could lead to these 

goals, an amalgam of home-grown initiatives and appropriation of relevant foreign imports. 

Technology is always a product of the state of knowledge and the existing value system or 

rather should reflect the dominant values and knowledge of the time, which Ferre called the 

amalgam of epistemology and axiology. (Ferre, 1993: 43) Such a policy must stand on the 

Tripod stand of self-reliance and sustainability, the capacity-building, integrating home-

grown and foreign knowledge resources and the promotion of certain fundamental values. 

Self reliance, means, taking advantage of one’s resources, creativity, making changes in ones 

interest and taking responsibility for one’s well-being, in this case African. This means 

mobilizing the entire human material and technical resources for ones development. 

(Cf. Abubakar, 1989). The future surely lies in the amalgam of the indigenous or the 

homegrown as we have already mentioned, and what we can get from the external. A true 

renaissance means that we must be true to Africa in our ideas, our policies, our reforms, in 

our values and our actions. Hence, there must be a policy of promoting an intensive 
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knowledge of our own reality, our world with a view to harnessing and perfecting the viable, 

the relevant and the true in what we have, in the light of what we want to become, and the 

future we seek as Africans. This project starts by making the young have joy in knowing the 

endowments and achievements of the African genius and using the schools as the agency of 

its dissemination. Our policies must also harp on the fact that there are a lot we do not have 

and that we can learn like all peoples and the more we are ready to absorb or appropriate 

what achievements others can offer, in addition to our own, the greater advantage we have. 

And in appropriating this, we must aim at what can promote and give impetus to the overall 

goal of ensuring a renaissance Africa. So an appropriate science and Technology for Africa is 

one that is not abstracted from the African reality in terms of environment and need. This 

means one, put at the service of new goals, purpose and values and quality of life, which 

unleash a modernization that is not destructive of the positive progressive cultural and 

productive heritage of original African civilization, traditions and cherished values. We think 

here of a technology which does not merely copy the patterns of others but which promotes 

and fosters indigenous creativity.   

Creativity would include the ability to generate new educational, technological innovations 

and new kinds of industrial organization and to makes scientific discoveries and apply them 

in an original way to local needs. This means that our universities and research centers must 

strive to develop a knowledge system and methodology which will lead Africa to innovative 

and effective knowledge, and appropriate technologies that will meet the African condition 

and challenges. It is widely accepted that no people can achieve efficient development on 

purely foreign agenda and instrumentality. African scholars are expected to set development 

agenda for African leaders and provide home grown solutions to essentially African 

problems. The observation by Okereke, C.O in regard to indigenizing technology could be 

applied to other areas of African life. He said “where as science is of universal applicability, 

the application of scientific knowledge and engineering technology must of necessity be done 

with regard to culture and environmental factors for sustainability of technology and 

innovation. The enculturated technology is sustainable. This is why indigenization of 

engineering education is important and transfer of technology from western world to Africa is 

implausible. Nevertheless, adaptation of technology is technically possible if the factors of 

culture and environment are built into the process. (Cf. Okereke, 2012: 411). This implies 

developing an African logic of development which implies the capacity to apply knowledge 

for development faced with local and imported science and technology choices. Capacity 
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building lies in empowering the people for productivity. This is especially so through offering 

them the right education which we have already referred to. So capacity building and 

promotion of intellectual capital then implies giving more attention to the field of human 

resources development in order to eliminate illiteracy. In this respect, restoring confidence in 

the African in his capability to think, create, and invent, and solve his problems is important, 

of which debriefing his colonized mind  which Molefi Asanti will refer to as mental slavery is 

very capital and also dislodging the traditional idols that impede his progress a necessity. 

Hence the challenge to the African man to create and invent. (Molefi, A: 2004) 

2.6. Exploiting the local language Resources for knowledge Regeneration  

Language is one of the pillars of the people’s culture and as native to man as this reason. It is 

most common and easier to turn to the human intellect and reason when discussing about the 

sources of knowledge, than to mention language. This is an attitude, which forgets the 

unbreakable link between language and thought. As we discuss the best ways of making 

African societies to increase and improve on their knowledge generation and promotion of 

intellectual capital, probing then into the local languages to harvest their rich resource of 

knowledge becomes not only important but very necessary.    Most African societies because 

of the incursion of colonialism and neo-colonialism found her indigenous culture denigrated 

and ridiculed while acquiring the language and symbols of the colonizer became a status 

symbol of civilization and emancipation, speaking the indigenous language was a sign of 

backwardness. This conception was greatly promoted by the situation whereby speaking the 

indigenous language or what was called vernacular was banned in the school, environment 

and punishable. Culprits could be made to pay fines as a form of deterrent.  Most African 

indigenous languages got stagnated, unappreciated and unheralded. The UNESCO reports of 

2012, stated that with the exception of the Hausa, the situation of other Nigerian languages 

oscillate between vulnerable and definitely endangered. Today of course, we know better, we 

know that a people’s indigenous language is a store house of knowledge; for language is the 

verbalization of thought and the medium through which a given community of people create, 

formulate, exchange and transmit ideas. For Professor Okere, it is in language and the 

exchange with language that all knowledge plays itself out. (Okere, 2006: 27). The language 

of an ethnic group is the most simple, most important repository of a society’s  accumulated 

knowledge and  represent the living forms and expression of their history, culture and 

collective being. In relation to this, Pieter Coetzee would say that language embody 

distinctive ways of experiencing the world and so play a crucial role in defining the 
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experiences of a community as their particular experience. It is the significant factor that 

shapes a way of life. Language is a value laden reference for community values system and 

important aspects of their world. (Coetzee, 1998: 278). 

Man uses language as symbols when he observes, describes, or thinks about the world. The 

grouping of these observations and descriptions lead to certain conceptual skill, the ways of 

conceiving, dealing and dividing reality and the various significations, from which people 

make meaning out of things, experiences and events. It enables people to discover the 

fundamental linkages, at times unconscious, in people’s consciousness, how people relate one 

reality to another, or domains of reality. The people’s language provides the building blocks 

of their foundational, mental world, mode of conceptualizations, logical connections and the 

quality and scope of their reflexivity.  Reflexivity itself denoting the ability to disengage from 

a particular situation and think objectively about it, and includes the ability to question the 

reasoning process itself, and in the process emerges, grows or changes the structures of their 

mental world. 

The native language therefore exposes and establishes a network of linkages, 

interconnections and intimate relations and nodes of realities in the mind of the users. Thus 

what Njoku C.N., said about the Igbo language could be extended to all African language:  

There is a whole range of knowledge and skills acquired side by side with the on-going 

exposure to the layers and rich tapestry of the mother tongue. Acquisition of the mother 

tongue, is also at a deeper richer level the transference to the child of the conceptual tools 

developed by centuries of Igbo civilization and the acquisition of the great outlines of Igbo 

logic and the Igbo thinking frame…it is the sinking of the intellectual and moral foundations 

that will eventually carry young into adult life… (Njoku, 2006: 88-89).  

No wonder, some authors declare that a people’s world is as large as their language actually 

and potentially which makes it a veritable milieu for the uncovering of a peoples stock at all 

levels, of their rational, experiential communal knowledge and world view, and even their 

epistemic possibilities. From the above discussion, we can say that any strategy or program to 

increase and promote knowledge generation and mobilization for contemporary societies 

must accord an important place to her indigenous language systems which are, as we have 

already noted the stock house of her various understandings of her world and primordial 

linkages. The research and study of the indigenous African language systems will help in the 

deeper articulation and understanding of a people’s world and unravel their assumptions and 

presumptions, and will lead to a better appreciation of the deeper insights of the culture and 
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hence a more enlightened re-appropriation. This is why Peter Winch claims that different 

forms of life have each its criteria of assessing what is logically intelligible and what is not. A 

form of life is a set of linguistic rules and practices with specific procedures for judging the 

validity or other otherwise of given claims. (Winch, 1956: 113). 

Godwin Sogolo seems to agree when he holds that any intelligible analysis of African 

thought demands the application of its own universe of discourse, its own logic and its own 

criteria of rationality. (Sogolo, 1998: 221-222). If these are true, it means a deeper 

understanding of her language world. In a more moderate tune, in highlighting the epistemic 

import of languages, Lonergan would observe that learning and knowing cannot be fully 

accounted for by the static norms of logical analysis, because acts of intelligence are 

mediated by the meaning embedded in historically particular conceptual and linguistic forms. 

(Taramullo, 2007: vol. 71, 221-67).  

This leads us to very a important area in which language can offer a vast information and 

knowledge for the progress and advancement of African societies namely in the area of 

African subjectivity. We need an exploration of the African subjective world in relation to the 

“real world”, to penetrate the interpretative schemes that will help us to understand the 

thinking and mode of connection between observable facts and other realities, among 

Africans. If enduring positive reforms and changes are to occur in the African world, there 

must be a clear understanding of this African subjectivity, or the African mind, which will 

also help to correct some disorientations and inhibitions that have blocked progress and 

creativity in the African world. Language offers this great access to the mind as we have 

already said. African languages are the tools through which a dialogue is possible that alone, 

can promote self-understanding, and orientate African scholars towards their societies.  

This accords with the statement of Appiah with regard to African Philosophers. “If 

Philosophers are to contribute at the conceptual level to the solution of African’s real 

problems, they need to begin with a deep understanding of the traditional conceptual worlds 

the vast majority of their fellow nationals inhabit”. (Appiah, 1998: 129). It is surely in a way 

the poverty of language that makes Africans and other ancients and traditional cosmologies 

and metaphysics to couch some of their world views in mythological, anthromorphic, 

mystical and symbolic language. No one in the light of developments in science and other 

areas of human discoveries and advancements can say that all these visions and linguistic 

postulations and conceptualizations are adequate explanations of reality. However, in the 

light of a sound hermeneutics, they could be seen to contain lofty ideas, insights and 
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intuitions that are rationally defendable, practically useful and comparable to other ideas from 

other civilizations. There is no doubt that the acquisition of foreign languages especially 

those which have become the international languages for Commerce, Industry, Business, 

Science, Technology, etc, have become very necessary, if Africa must be a world player in 

these areas and enjoy the insights and benefit from the discourses of other peoples, yet to 

neglect or fail to have an indepth knowledge of one’s native language in preference to the 

foreign, amounts to what Ngugi wa Thiong’o called self enslavement or second slavery, 

which I prefer to call “enslavement of consciousness”.   

The UNESCO 2012 reports on indigenous languages have shown that out of the current 

6,912 languages in the world, Africa has 2,092, which represents 30.3 percent. The report 

went to show that about 50% of these languages in the world are about to be lost of which 

those in Africa has a high share of the endangered mother tongues. Speaking specifically of 

Nigeria, it is shown that except Hausa, the affliction of language endangerment torments 

almost all the sub indigenous languages, with most of the languages now oscillating between 

vulnerable and definitely endangered or even worse in some cases. (Yusuf, 2013: 38-39). Of 

course, if the indigenous languages in Africa are allowed to be lost it would amount greatly to 

a loss of identity of such societies and groups as a distinct cultural group, with the further 

consequences of losing their historically endowed features and characteristics, with a specific 

and vital contribution to make to the march of human kind. In our context here, they will lose 

their knowledge comparative advantage. Such a loss would bear out Ki-Zerbo lamentation 

that our history is being explained by a whole series of words and concepts that have come 

from Europe or other countries, and their translation, quite often betray realities and 

structures created in another linguistic and social context. (Ki-Zerbo, 1989: 8).  

The truth is that the failure of Africans governments, organizations, scholars, researchers to 

take the indigenous languages seriously and their progressive decline has led to the loss of 

cultural, technological, scientific, religious, social, by-products of such language heritage. 

There are many people who attribute the regrettable lack of serious inventions, and dearth of 

original thinking and creativity in Africa today to this neglect of the indigenous languages. 

This is due to the increasing recognition that people think more originally and creatively in 

their native languages. Language as a source of creativity could not be better expressed than 

in these words of Kwasi Prah: the meaning of creativity is the extent to which people can 

reach new and innovative levels of thought-synthesis which permit interventions in reality. 

But thought itself is partly a function of linguistic insights and the ability to organize new 
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ideas on the basis of commonly shared language symbols. This requires familiarity and 

command. It is therefore inconceivable to create and press the human genius into useful 

service in a language we can hardly use. In short, we create best in our home or first 

language. (Prah, 1998: 88).  

Thus in our quest for qualitative and effective knowledge generation in Africa our schools at 

all levels, research centers, governments, must delve into our linguistic deposits, to uncover 

the rich store of knowledge hidden in them. The indigenous languages must be liberated from 

the tag of primitivity, and given their pride of place, through a conscious conscientization of 

the young about their indispensable place in the future development of Africa. Their 

development is not only a patriotic challenge, but also a progress issue. This is the point 

Kwasi Prah made when he said:  

The view here is that the missing link in the quest for African emancipation, development, 

democracy and unity lies with the re-centering of the African languages at the heart of 

African endeavours at social transformation. African progress must be culturally constructed 

on the basis of the indigenous heritage. African languages are the core of African culture and 

culture is the source and essence of identity not color. (Kwasi Prah, 1998: 51) 

2.7. The Imperative of Philosophical Culture.  

If we must advance in knowledge, and be creative, Africans must imbibe the scientific 

philosophical attitudes of curiosity, investigation, criticism and analysis. Unfortunately, 

African cultures have traditionally not rewarded abstract and analytic cognitive operation but 

stressed the immediately observable.  Only an educational process with a deep philosophical 

culture can liberate the mind and help to free it from the stranglehold of superstition and 

irrationalism. To philosophize is to explore life, it means breaking free to ask questions and 

of revisiting easy answers. It denotes the act of reflexivity, which is the ability to disengage 

from a particular situation and think objectively about it. This is the spirit which led to the 

birth of the sciences in which inventions were made and the fortunes of societies positively 

changed. Many people have attributed the failures of Africa to be competitive in today’s 

world of science and technology, as traceable to the failures in the spirit of enquiry. It is the 

spirit that makes men real masters and possessors of nature by unearthing and harnessing its 

laws. The failures of the users of African culture to engage in a sustained investigation and to 

provide intelligible scientific explanations have stunted African science. Of course the culture 

of curiosity which leads to sustained investigation is the philosophical culture. A 

philosophical engagement in Africa will seek to bring our traditional knowledge systems and 
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values into dialogue with others, that could lead to a better knowledge and a truer 

understanding and appreciation of things, in order to surmount the crisis of sense and 

sensibility, ethical and anthropological crisis that is bedeviling Africa today, in all areas of 

life. This is why Kwame Appiah would say “…No one can be happy celebrating his or her 

own traditions in the knowledge that it makes claims inconsistent with other systems, without 

beginning to wonder which system is right about what issues…” (Appiah, 1998: 118). 

Lansana Keita will go further to say that philosophy in the African context must help in the 

imparting of knowledge of the natural and social world, and to assist in the constant 

discussion of the optimal set of value judgments and cultural assumptions that social 

individuals must make to take the fullest advantage of the sum of scientific knowledge 

available. (Keita, 1991:147).  

 The possibility of establishing selecting rational criteria to distinguish the true and the false, 

the good and bad; the legitimate and illegitimate is a philosophical task. And no society can 

progress without fulfilling these tasks. Thus philosophy in its culture of questioning and hard 

reflection seeks to eradicate from all perspectives, every taint and vestige of ignorance, 

superstition, prejudice, blind acceptance of ideas and any form of irrationalism which are 

idols to knowledge growth. Okolo was right when he said that it is the task of philosophy in 

Africa and African philosophers to make the uncoordinated, uncritical assumptions and 

inarticulate knowledge particularly of pre-literate Africans concerning reality, articulate and 

purposeful. Then, to raise questions about the African and his ideas and knowledge of reality 

and to elaborate the answers critically and systematically in philosophical language. (Okolo 

B, 1987). This is the point Masolo was making when he said:  

philosophers who are seeking to revive and re-instate the traditional African philosophy as 

the appropriate philosophy in Africa are … doing disservice to Africa in trying to pretend that 

philosophy is still sufficient or useful or applicable to African needs that is, that it is able 

cope in the new and modern problems and issues facing Africa today as brought in, by the 

encroaching modernization. And because this encroachment requires new methods of 

investigation and analysis, which must be diversified due to the complexity of the situation, 

ethnophilosophy just has no place in it. (Masolo, D.A; 1995: 225).  

He will further argue that failures of Nyerere’s Ujamaa were due, more than anything else, to 

the poor sociological assessments of the causes of the apparent communalistic attitude in 

African traditional social relations. Taking the communalistic phenomenon of African 

traditional society as a given. Nyerere proceeded to inappropriately build upon it, a socio-
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political structure – the Ujamaa system” (Masolo, 1995: 27-28). I doubt whether Masolo 

meant that there are no elements in African traditional philosophy that are relevant today but 

rather criticizing ethnophilosophy as a system of philosophy. It is this concern about the 

possibility of romanticism that made Mwite Mugambi to say: “ as long as we continue talking 

of Africanization and going back to our roots, yet we remain quiet, on the reality of modern 

society, we will sound foolish, out dated and out of touch with reality…” (Cf. Mugambi, 

1998: iii). Thus a serious philosophical culture will help Africans to quit epistemic naivety, 

and confer our culture with epistemic authority. Philosophy seeks to know how things are 

beyond mere opinions, ideologies, populist mentality and sentimental attachments. To it I 

ascribe Newman characterizations: it gives man a clear conscious view of his own opinions 

and judgments, a truth in developing them, an eloquence in expressing them, a force in urging 

them. It teaches man to see things as they are, to go right to the point, to disentangle a skein 
of thought, to detect what is sophistical and to discard what is irrelevant. (Ngwoke, 2013: 296-297).  

This is why philosophy is really generative of true and reliable knowledge. It is really the 

philosophical attitude and perception that is evoked when Forge enunciated the qualities that 

would re-orientate the African mind for development. These for him are the qualities that will 

enable Africans to respond to situations flexibly: 

to take advantage of fortuitous circumstances, make sense of ambiguous or contradictory 

messages and circumstances, recognize the relative importance of different elements of a 

situation; find similarities between situations despite differences that may separate them, 

draw distinctions between situations despite similarities that may link them; synthesize new 

concepts by taking old concepts and putting them together in new ways and come up with 

ideas that are novel. This is what will enable Africans to adopt an entirely new dynamics, 

mode of thinking and attitudes to the entire problematic of development and social 

change….and to….treat the underdevelopment (exploitation syndrome) of the region as a 

challenging task that must be solved. (Forge, 1988: vol. 18, 145-163).  

Thus we will say that a philosophical temper and attitude will help African to find alternative 

and competing ways of looking at reality and multiply alternative view points, thus increasing 

our stock of social and physical knowledge, and ensure a critical engagement with other 

knowledge claims.  

2.8. The Imperative of a Knowledge Promoting Environment and Popularisation of 

Knowledge  

If African societies must grow in knowledge for progress, it must promote the development 

of knowledge, knowledge generation and knowledge dissemination.  Only societies which are 
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democratic and promote free thought and speech can promote creativity, innovation and 

generation of new ideas, and hence growth in knowledge. Knowledge can grow, flow and 

flourish only in a free environment that functions as a market of ideas. In such an 

environment individuals and groups are able to challenge the status quo, seek for 

explanations, articulate alternative visions in all aspect of social cultural and political life, 

which enables free citizens to decide for the best option available to them. This saves society 

and individuals to escape the tutelage of questionable traditions, the pressure of conformism, 

uniformism, ritualism and the servitude of authoritarianism. A free and democratic society 

promotes culture of dialogue and recognizes that no one or group has a monopoly of wisdom, 

or goodness. It promotes the confrontation of ideas and perspectives instead of confrontation 

of weapons and mutual violence. It admits the limitations of man’s view points and sees the 

need for openness before the strange and less familiar, even to learn if possible. It is such 

openness, readiness to learn, the recognition of our limitations as a group, as a people and the 

free flow of information that the stock of social knowledge grows, that societies through the 

cross fertilization of ideas progress and advance. Intellectual creativity is made possible and 

better facilitated when the social group is autonomous. In short, alternative visions and 

endogenous creativity are not possible in situation of dependency. The concept of specificity 

and autonomous practice starts with the desire of people to live their own life to become 

masters and creators of their own destiny.   

It is certain that African countries are losing immensely in human resources, knowledge, 

economic power and natural opportunities due to widespread illiteracy among the rural 

population. Literacy means offering the ability to communicate one’s knowledge and to 

imbibe new ideas and new techniques. Thus popularization of knowledge becomes a process 

of continuous education of the citizens, an act of knowledge dissemination and empowerment 

outside the framework of formal educational institutions. This is a process of mass education 

and conscientization which removes the supposed psychology that were supposed to inhibit 

the societies of developing nations from assimilating the positive values of other cultures.  

What is needed for a knowledge generating, knowledge producing and promotion of 

intellectual capital and an Africa of opportunity is not the Enlightenment for the Elite alone 

but to ensure that reliable knowledge and information, flows to every strata of society. This is 

what made possible the various Enlightenments we have in human history, and that is what 

can bring about a real social and cultural Renaissance. Hence a knowledge renaissance must 

be felt at every strata of society not only through formal Educational institutions but also 
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through other formal and informal organizations, through popular cultures, through the 

media, through drama and plays. We can see this in the role played by the poets, dramatist, 

journalists, and philosophers during the French Revolution. There must be a way of diffusing 

the state of knowledge, down to the masses, for example the diffusion of science and 

technology to the masses for the eradication of poverty, ignorance, superstition and liberation 

from the hegemony of oligarchic groups. This is the greatest way of conquering mass 

ignorance and also changing attitudes and mentality. The Nigerian Noble Lauret Wole 

Soyinka articulated this in this way.  Education does not take place only within the walls of 

the classroom. So when I state that education must be universal in the sense also of those who 

accept responsibility for its inculcation, I mean simply that education is, in the most profound 

sense the daily lessons of social existence, relationships and interactions. Education is 

implicit in the very dynamism of the environment one occupies, one that impinges daily on 

the senses, and formulates critical response to reality. (Wole Soyinka, 2002, 14).  

Hence, practices, artistic exhibitions, dramas, that perpetuate, obscenities and outmoded 

ideas, superstitions, retrogressive beliefs and attitude should, not be given ventilation and 

should be combated in a society seeking to have a real knowledge generating culture, 

renaissance and progress. The implication of what we have said here, is that African societies 

should be dialoguing societies, societies where the imperative of community life does not 

impede the imperative of free thought, free speech, freedom of association; where unity and 

the pursuit of the common good and needed social goals, does destroy of pluralism of ideas, 

convictions and the freedom to be different.      
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